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An O (mlog n) Algorithm for Computing Stuttering Equivalence
and Branching Bisimulation
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We provide a new algorithm to determine stuttering equivalence with time complexity O (mlog n), where n
is the number of states and m is the number of transitions of a Kripke structure. This algorithm can also be
used to determine branching bisimulation in O(m(log |Act| + log n)) time, where Act is the set of actions in a
labeled transition system.

Theoretically, our algorithm substantially improves upon existing algorithms, which all have time com-
plexity of the form O (mn) at best. Moreover, it has better or equal space complexity. Practical results confirm
these findings: they show that our algorithm can outperform existing algorithms by several orders of mag-
nitude, especially when the Kripke structures are large.

The importance of our algorithm stretches far beyond stuttering equivalence and branching bisimulation.
The known O (mn) algorithms were already far more efficient (both in space and time) than most other
algorithms to determine behavioral equivalences (including weak bisimulation), and therefore they were
often used as an essential preprocessing step. This new algorithm makes this use of stuttering equivalence
and branching bisimulation even more attractive.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Stuttering equivalence [Browne et al. 1988] and branching bisimulation [van Glabbeek
and Weijland 1996] were proposed as alternatives to weak bisimulation [Milner 1980].
Weak and branching bisimulation are defined on labeled transition systems where
some transitions are labeled with the hidden label τ . Stuttering equivalence is defined
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on Kripke structures where all transition labels are hidden, and the states are labeled.
All these equivalences define whether two states exhibit the same visible behavior,
where occurrences of hidden transitions cannot be observed.

The essential difference between branching bisimulation and stuttering equivalence
on the one hand and weak bisimulation on the other hand is that in the former, when
mimicking an a-transition, all states in a mimicking sequence τ ∗a τ ∗ must be related
to the state either before or directly after the a from the first system. This means that
branching bisimulation and stuttering equivalence are slightly stronger notions than
weak bisimulation.

Groote and Vaandrager [1990] proposed an O (mn)-time algorithm for stuttering
equivalence and branching bisimulation, where n is the number of states and m is
the number of transitions. We refer to this algorithm as GV. It is based on the O (mn)
algorithm for strong bisimulation equivalence by Kanellakis and Smolka [1990]. Both
algorithms require O (m) space. They calculate for each state whether it is (stuttering)
bisimilar to another state.

The basic idea of both algorithms is to partition the set of states into blocks. The
algorithms start from a (coarse) initial partition, which is iteratively refined. States
that are stuttering equivalent/branching bisimilar invariantly reside in the same block.
Whenever there are some states in a block B from which a transition is possible to some
block SpB, which is called a splitter, and there are other states in B from which such a
step is not possible, B is split accordingly, refining the partition. When no splitting is
possible anymore, the partition is called stable, and two states are in the same block if
and only if they are stuttering equivalent/branching bisimilar.

In order to determine whether a block Bcan be split, one needs to investigate whether
there are sequences of transitions from states in block B to states in a splitter block
SpB. A crucial observation by Groote and Vaandrager [1990] is that for stuttering
equivalence and branching bisimulation, it is possible to determine this by only in-
vestigating single transitions from so-called bottom states. A bottom state is a state
that has no outgoing transitions with a hidden label to a state in the same block. A
prerequisite for the observation is that there are no cycles with hidden labels in a block.
Fortunately, such cycles can be eliminated as a preprocessing step in linear time. It
is noteworthy that for weak bisimulation, the notion of a bottom state does not help,
making it far more expensive to determine whether blocks can be split.

Another important insight is the “process the smaller half” technique proposed
by Hopcroft [1971] and Aho et al. [1974] and used by Paige and Tarjan [1987] and
Fernandez [1990] for strong bisimulation. This allowed formulating partitioning algo-
rithms with O (mlog n) worst-case time complexity. The essential idea is that a state
with its incoming and outgoing transitions will only be revisited whenever it resides
in a block of at most half the size of the current block. In particular, in the first visit,
the state resides in a block with at most n/2 states. This implies that a state can only
be visited �log2 n� times.

In this article, we present the first algorithm for stuttering equivalence and branch-
ing bisimulation with O (mlog n) time complexity, in which all techniques mentioned
earlier are combined. First, we select a splitter and establish which blocks it splits by
combining the approach using bottom states from GV with the “process the smaller
half” detection approach of Paige and Tarjan [1987]. Subsequently, we use the “pro-
cess the smaller half” technique again to split each splittable block by only traversing
transitions in a time proportional to the size of the smaller resulting subblock. As it
is not known which of the two subblocks is smaller, the transitions of both subblocks
are processed alternatingly, such that the total processing time can be attributed to
the smaller block. For checking behavioral equivalences, applying such a technique is
entirely new. We are only aware of one similar approach for an algorithm in which the
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smallest bottom strongly connected component of a graph needs to be found [Chatterjee
and Henzinger 2011].

Groote and Vaandrager [1990] conjectured that the algorithm GV could be improved
to time complexity O (mni + min + mlog n), where ni is the number of states that become
bottom states and mi is the number of hidden transitions, using the “process the smaller
half” technique. Our results are much better than the improvement foreseen in this
conjecture.

Although the basic sketch of the algorithm is relatively straightforward, meeting the
complexity bound of O (mlog n) requires most operations in the algorithm to be O (1)
time. In order to achieve this, the algorithm heavily relies on auxiliary data structures
with subtle operations. We provide a detailed overview of the data structures and a
pseudo-code description of the algorithm to facilitate implementation.

We implemented the algorithm and we used the implementation for two purposes.
The first purpose was to increase our confidence that the algorithm is correct by running
it on many thousands of randomly generated transition systems comparing the results
with those of the classical GV algorithm. While carrying out these experiments, we
checked a large number of invariants establishing that the integrity of the auxiliary
data structures was maintained during all runs. We also carefully measured that the
complexity of the algorithm was correct by assigning time budgets to each task in the
algorithm and by monitoring that these were never depleted.

The second purpose of the implementation was to get an impression of the practical
running times. From a theoretical viewpoint, our algorithm outperforms its prede-
cessors substantially. But the theoretical bounds are complexity upper bounds, and
depending on the transition systems, the classical algorithms could be much faster
than the upper bound suggests. Furthermore, the increased bookkeeping to maintain
the auxiliary data structures in the new algorithm may be such a burden that all
gains are lost. We applied the algorithms on a substantial benchmark set and we found
that our algorithm matches the best running times when transition systems are small.
When the transition systems get large, our algorithm tends to outperform existing
algorithms by several orders of magnitude.

The improved algorithm that we present here can also have a profound effect on
the practical complexity to establish other behavioral equivalences. The existing al-
gorithms for branching bisimulation/stuttering equivalence were already known to be
practically very efficient. This is the reason that they are being used in multiple explicit-
state model checkers, such as CADP [Garavel et al. 2012], the MCRL2 toolset [Groote
and Mousavi 2014; Cranen et al. 2013], and TVT [Virtanen et al. 2004]. In particular,
they are being used as preprocessing steps for other equivalences (weak bisimula-
tion, trace-based equivalences) that are much harder to compute. By using the new
algorithm, this preprocessing step can be sped up. Note that for weak bisimulation, an
O (mn) algorithm was devised [Li 2009; Ranzato and Tapparo 2008], but until that time
an expensive transitive closure operation of at best O (n2.373) was required. Addition-
ally, the algorithms for deciding orthogonal bisimulation [Vu 2007] and the algorithm
for governed stuttering bisimulation for parity games [Cranen et al. 2012] are based
on GV, albeit more complicated. They might also be susceptible to the improvements
presented in this article.

A preliminary version of this article appeared as Groote and Wijs [2016]. Compared
to that version, the main changes in this article are found in Sections 5 and 6. In par-
ticular, Jansen and Keiren [2016] showed that the original algorithm did not meet the
acclaimed O (mlog n) running time in certain degenerate cases. These problems have
been resolved in this article. Furthermore, in this article, a detailed pseudocode de-
scription of the algorithm is presented, whereas Groote and Wijs [2016] gave a detailed,
textual description. The data structures have been changed in order to obtain a cleaner
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representation while maintaining the required time complexities for all operations.
The implementation reported on in Section 8 of this article is completely independent
of the one reported on in Groote and Wijs [2016]. But the implementations performed
comparably, with a major difference that the new one is on average 20% faster.

Related Work. The most relevant related work has already been mentioned [Groote
and Vaandrager 1990; Kanellakis and Smolka 1990; Hopcroft 1971; Aho et al. 1974;
Paige and Tarjan 1987]. There have been other attempts to improve upon GV. Blom
and Orzan [2003] observed that GV only splits a block into two parts at a time. They
proposed to split a block into as many parts as possible, reducing the burden of moving
states and transitions to new blocks. They do this by computing signatures of states,
capturing which blocks can be reached via outgoing transitions, and partitioning the
states using a hash table based on those signatures. Furthermore, their algorithm does
not explicitly replace blocks of the old partition with new blocks. Their worst-case time
and space complexities are worse than those of GV; in particular, the algorithm runs in
O (mn2) time and O (mn) space, but in certain practical cases this algorithm performs
much better than GV. Blom and van de Pol [2009] refined the ideas from Blom and
Orzan [2003] to inductive signatures, improving the time complexity to O (n2 + m) and
the space complexity to O (m).

There is also work on improving the running times of these bisimulation reduction
algorithms by employing multiple processors. For multicore CPUs, van Dijk and van de
Pol [2016] provided an algorithm inspired by Blom and van de Pol [2009] for symbolic
branching bisimulation minimization. Wijs [2015] proposed an algorithm for computing
strong and branching bisimulation on Graphics Processing Units based on both GV
[Groote and Vaandrager 1990] and the signature-based algorithms [Blom and Orzan
2003; Blom and van de Pol 2009]. These parallel and symbolic algorithms improve the
required running time considerably in general, but they do not imply any improvement
to the single-threaded algorithms.

Outline. Kripke structures and (divergence-blind) stuttering equivalence are intro-
duced in Section 2. The rest of the article introduces our algorithm in increasing detail.
First, in Section 3, we present a high-level description of the partition refinement
approach due to Groote and Vaandrager [1990]. Next, the main ideas required to de-
velop our O (mlog n) algorithm are introduced in Section 4. More details of how this
complexity is achieved is described in Section 5. The algorithm requires most basic op-
erations to be in O (1) time; we therefore introduce the necessary data structures and
explain how the time bounds for these basic operations can be achieved in Section 6.
We describe how our algorithm can be applied to compute branching bisimulation in
Section 7. Finally, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm and compare it to
existing algorithms in Section 8.

The reader who only wants to get a basic understanding of the key ideas in our
algorithm can safely skip Sections 5 and 6. If the intent is to understand the details of
the algorithm but not to implement it, Section 6 can safely be skipped.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We introduce Kripke structures and (divergence-blind) stuttering equivalence. Labeled
transition systems and branching bisimulation will be addressed in Section 7. Note that
in contrast to the standard definition [Kripke 1963], we do not require the transition
relation of a Kripke structure to be total. On the one hand, our algorithm does not
depend on the transition relation being total, and on the other hand, requiring it to be
total would complicate our presentation in various places.
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Definition 2.1 (Kripke Structure). A Kripke structure is a quadruple (S, AP,→, L),
where

(1) S is a finite set of states,
(2) AP is a finite set of atomic propositions,
(3) → ⊆ S × S is a transition relation, and
(4) L : S → 2AP is a state labeling.

We use n = |S| for the number of states and m = |→| for the number of transitions.
We generally restrict our attention to Kripke structures where n is in O (m) as other-
wise, the Kripke structure would necessarily contain uninteresting states without any
incoming or outgoing transitions. The substructure containing the interesting states
can be extracted in O (m) time. For sets of states B, B′ ⊆ S, we write s → B if and only
if there is some s′ ∈ B such that s → s′, B → s if and only if there is some s′ ∈ B such
that s′ → s, and B → B′ if and only if there are states s ∈ B, s′ ∈ B′ such that s → s′.
We write s 	→ s′, s 	→ B, and B 	→ B′ if and only if it is not the case that s → s′, s → B,
and B → B′, respectively. We generally use the abbreviations in(s) = {s′ | s′ → s} and
out(s) = {s′ | s → s′}. Similarly, for a set of states B ⊆ S, we say that in(B) = {s | s → B}
and out(B) = {s | B → s}.

Definition 2.2 (Divergence-blind Stuttering Equivalence). Let K = (S, AP,→, L) be
a Kripke structure. A symmetric relation R ⊆ S × S is a divergence-blind stuttering
equivalence if and only if for all s, t ∈ S such that s R t:

(1) L(s) = L(t), and
(2) for all s′ ∈ S, if s → s′, then there are t0, . . . , tk ∈ S for some k ∈ N such that t = t0,

s R ti, ti → ti+1 for all i < k, and s′ R tk.

We say that two states s, t ∈ S are divergence-blind stuttering equivalent, notation
s ↔dbs t, if and only if there is a divergence-blind stuttering equivalence relation R
such that s R t.

An important property of divergence-blind stuttering equivalence is that divergent
states (i.e., states with the same label on a loop) are divergence-blind stuttering equiv-
alent. Furthermore, all such states are divergence-blind stuttering equivalent to a
nondivergent state that can mimic all steps of the states on the loop. Stuttering equiv-
alence is equal to divergence-blind stuttering equivalence, except that in addition, it
distinguishes divergent and nondivergent states. We define stuttering equivalence in
terms of divergence-blind stuttering equivalence by transforming the given Kripke
structure.

Definition 2.3 (Stuttering Equivalence). Let K = (S, AP,→, L) be a Kripke structure.
Define the Kripke structure Kd = (S ∪ {sd}, AP ∪ {d},→d, Ld), where d is an atomic
proposition not occurring in AP and sd is a fresh state not occurring in S. Furthermore,

(1) →d = → ∪ {〈s, sd〉 | s is on a cycle of states all labeled with L(s), or s = sd}, and
(2) for all s ∈ S, we define Ld(s) = L(s) and Ld(sd) = {d}.
States s, t ∈ S are stuttering equivalent, notation s ↔s t, if and only if there is a
divergence-blind stuttering equivalence relation R on Sd such that s R t.

Note that an algorithm for divergence-blind stuttering equivalence can also be used to
determine stuttering equivalence by employing only a linear-time and -space transfor-
mation of the Kripke structure: According to Definition 2.3, we have to visit at most m
transitions to find the self-loops and then add a single state sd and at most min{m, n}
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transitions to sd. Therefore, we only concentrate on an algorithm for divergence-blind
stuttering equivalence.

3. PARTITIONS AND SPLITTERS: A SIMPLE ALGORITHM

Our algorithm to determine divergence-blind stuttering equivalence is based on parti-
tion refinement of partitions of the set of states S. Such a partition P = {Bi ⊆ S | 1 ≤
i ≤ k} is a set of nonempty subsets of states such that Bi ∩ Bj = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k
and S = ⋃

1≤i≤k Bi. Each Bi is called a block.
If s → s′ with states s and s′ in the same block B, we call transition s → s′ inert w. r. t.

P. We say that a partition P coincides with divergence-blind stuttering equivalence
when s ↔dbs t if and only if there is a block B ∈ P such that s, t ∈ B. We say that
partition P respects divergence-blind stuttering equivalence if and only if for all s, t ∈ S,
if s ↔dbs t, then there is some block B ∈ P such that s, t ∈ B. The goal of the algorithm
is to calculate a partition that coincides with divergence-blind stuttering equivalence.
This is done starting from an initial partition P0 consisting of blocks Bsatisfying s, t ∈ B
if and only if L(s) = L(t). Constructing the initial partition takes time O (n). Note that
this initial partition respects divergence-blind stuttering equivalence.

We say that a partition P is cycle-free if and only if there is no block B ⊆ S with states
s0, . . . , sk ∈ B for some k ∈ N, such that s0 = sk and s0 → · · · → sk. It is easy to make the
initial partition P0 cycle-free by merging all states on a cycle in each block into a single
state and removing self-loops. This preserves divergence-blind stuttering equivalence
and can be performed in linear time employing standard algorithms to find strongly
connected components (see, e.g., Aho et al. [1974, Algorithm 5.4]).

We explain how partitions are refined. Given a block RfnB of the current partition
and the union SpC of some of the blocks in the partition, we define

split(RfnB, SpC) = {s ∈ RfnB | ∃k ∈ N, s0, . . . , sk ∈ S.

s = s0 ∧ (∀i < k.si → si+1 ∧ si ∈ RfnB) ∧ sk ∈ SpC}
cosplit(RfnB, SpC) = RfnB \ split(RfnB, SpC)

as the two blocks into which RfnB is split. We sometimes call split(RfnB, SpC) the red
subblock and cosplit(RfnB, SpC) the blue subblock of RfnB. Note that if RfnB ⊆ SpC,
then RfnB is completely red since we can choose k = 0 in the definition. It is common
to split with respect to single blocks, that is, SpC being a single block SpB ∈ P [Groote
and Vaandrager 1990; Kanellakis and Smolka 1990], and we write split(RfnB, SpB) in
that case. However, to obtain an O (mlog n) algorithm, Paige and Tarjan [1987] also
split under the union of some of the blocks in P.

We say that a block RfnB is unstable under SpC if and only if both split(RfnB, SpC) 	=
∅ and cosplit(RfnB, SpC) 	= ∅. In that case, we call SpC a splitter of RfnB. A partition
P is unstable under SpC if and only if there is at least one RfnB ∈ P that is unstable
under SpC. If P is not unstable under SpC, then it is called stable under SpC. If P is
stable under all SpC, then it is simply called stable.

A refinement of RfnB ∈ P under SpC consists of the two new blocks split(RfnB, SpC)
and cosplit(RfnB, SpC). A partition P ′ is a refinement of P under SpC if and only if
all unstable blocks RfnB ∈ P have been replaced by new blocks split(RfnB, SpC) and
cosplit(RfnB, SpC).

The following lemma expresses that if a partition is stable, then it coincides with
divergence-blind stuttering equivalence. It also says that during refinement, the en-
countered partitions respect divergence-blind stuttering equivalence and remain cycle-
free.

LEMMA 3.1. Let K = (S, AP,→, L) be a Kripke structure and P a partition of S.
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(1) For all states s, t ∈ S, if s, t ∈ B with B a block of the partition P, P is stable, and P
is a refinement of the initial partition P0, then s↔ dbs t.

(2) If P respects divergence-blind stuttering equivalence, then any refinement of P under
the union of some of the blocks in P also respects it.

(3) If P is a cycle-free partition, then any refinement of P is also cycle-free.

PROOF.

(1) We show that if P is a stable partition, the relation R = {〈s, t〉 | ∃B ∈ P.s, t ∈ B}
is a divergence-blind stuttering equivalence. It is clear that R is symmetric. Assume
s R t. Obviously, L(s) = L(t) because s, t ∈ B ∈ P and P refines the initial partition.
For the second requirement of divergence-blind stuttering equivalence, suppose s → s′.
There is a block B′ such that s′ ∈ B′. So s ∈ split(B, B′) by definition of split. As P is
stable, also t ∈ split(B, B′), so there exist some k ∈ N, t0, . . . , tk−1 ∈ B and tk ∈ B′ with
t = t0 → t1 → · · · → tk. This clearly shows that for all i < k, we have s R ti and s′ R tk.
So, R is a divergence-blind stuttering equivalence, and therefore it holds for all states
s, t ∈ S that reside in the same block of P that s↔ dbs t.

(2) The second part can be proven by reasoning toward a contradiction. Let us
assume that a partition P ′ that is a refinement of P under an arbitrary union of
blocks SpC does not respect divergence-blind stuttering equivalence, although P
does. Hence, there are states s, t ∈ S with s ↔ dbs t and a block RfnB ∈ P with
s, t ∈ RfnB and s and t are in different blocks in P ′. Given that P ′ is a refinement
of P under SpC, w. l. o. g. s ∈ split(RfnB, SpC) and t ∈ cosplit(RfnB, SpC). By def-
inition of split, there are s0, . . . , sk−1 ∈ RfnB (for some k ∈ N) and sk ∈ SpC such
that s = s0 → s1 → · · · → sk. Then, either k = 0 and RfnB ⊆ SpC, but then
t /∈ cosplit(RfnB, SpC) = ∅, which is a contradiction, or k > 0, and since s ↔ dbs t,
we can construct a sequence t = t0 → · · · → t1 → · · · → tk starting in t such that
si ↔ dbs ti for all i ≤ k. In particular, for i < k, there are ti = ti,0 → · · · → ti,ni ∈ RfnB
such that si ↔ dbs ti, j for j ≤ ni, and ti,ni → ti+1,0 = ti+1. For sk−1 → sk, similarly, a path
tk−1 = tk−1,0 → · · · → tk−1,nk−1 → tk can be constructed such that tk−1,i ↔ dbs sk−1 for all i,
and tk ↔ dbs sk. Therefore, tk ∈ SpC, but this means that we have t ∈ split(RfnB, SpC),
again contradicting that t ∈ cosplit(RfnB, SpC).

(3) If P is cycle-free, this property is straightforward, since splitting any block of
P will only change inert transitions to noninert ones, and will thus not introduce
cycles.

This suggests Algorithm 1, which has time complexity O (mn) and space complexity
O (m). It essentially was presented by Groote and Vaandrager [1990].

ALGORITHM 1: Basic partition refinement

By Lemma 3.1, it is an invariant of this algorithm that P respects divergence-blind
stuttering equivalence and P is cycle-free. In particular, P = P0 satisfies this invariant
initially. If P is not stable, a refinement under some block SpB exists, splitting at least
one block. Therefore, this algorithm finishes in at most n− 1 steps, as during each iter-
ation of the algorithm the number of blocks increases by at least one, and the number
of blocks can never exceed the number of states. When the algorithm terminates, P is
stable, and therefore, two states are divergence-blind stuttering equivalent if and only
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if they are part of the same block in the final partition. This end result is independent
of the order in which splitting took place.

In order to see that the time complexity of this algorithm isO (mn), we must show that
we can both detect that P is unstable and carry out splitting in time O (m). The crucial
observation to efficiently determine whether a partition is stable stems from Groote
and Vaandrager [1990]. They showed that it is enough to look at the bottom states of a
block, which always exist for each block because the partition is cycle-free. The bottom
states of a block are those states that do not have an outgoing inert transition, that is,
a transition to a state in the same block. They are defined by

bottom(B) = {s ∈ B | s 	→ B}.
The following lemma presents the crucial observation concerning bottom states.

LEMMA 3.2. Let K = (S, AP,→, L) be a Kripke structure and P be a cycle-free partition
of its states. Partition P is unstable under union SpC of some of the blocks in P if and
only if there is a block RfnB ∈ P such that

split(RfnB, SpC) 	= ∅ and bottom(RfnB) ∩ cosplit(RfnB, SpC) 	= ∅.

PROOF.

⇒ If P is unstable under SpC, then split(RfnB, SpC) 	= ∅ and cosplit(RfnB, SpC) 	= ∅.
The first conjunct is identical to the first part of the right-hand side of the lemma.
If cosplit(RfnB, SpC) 	= ∅, there is a state s ∈ cosplit(RfnB, SpC). As the blocks
RfnB ∈ P do not have cycles, there is an RfnB-path from s to some bottom state s⊥ ∈
RfnB. We claim that s⊥ ∈ cosplit(RfnB, SpC). Otherwise, s⊥ would have a (strong)
transition to SpC, so s⊥ ∈ split(RfnB, SpC) and therefore s ∈ split(RfnB, SpC),
which is a contradiction.

⇐ It follows from the right-hand side that split(RfnB, SpC) 	= ∅ and cosplit(RfnB,
SpC) 	= ∅.

This lemma can be used as follows to find a block to be split. Consider each SpB ∈ P.
Traverse its incoming transitions and mark the states that can reach SpB in zero or
one step. If a block RfnB has marked states, but not all of its bottom states are marked,
the condition of the lemma applies, and it needs to be split. As shown by Groote and
Vaandrager [1990], it is at most needed to traverse all transitions to carry this out, so
its complexity is O (m).

If SpB is equal to RfnB, no splitting is possible. We implement it by marking all
states in SpB, as each state in SpB can reach itself in zero steps. In this case, condition
bottom(RfnB) ∩ cosplit(RfnB, SpC) 	= ∅ is not true. This is different from Groote and
Vaandrager [1990], where a block is never considered as a splitter of itself. Our approach
is more convenient in the algorithm in the next sections.

If a block RfnB is unstable and all states from which a state in SpB can be reached in
one step are marked, then a straightforward recursive procedure is required to extend
the marking to all states in split(RfnB, SpB), and those states need to be moved to a
new block. This takes time proportional to the number of incoming transitions of RfnB;
that is, extending the marking in all unstable blocks and if needed moving the states
to a new block take at most O (m) time.

4. OUTLINE OF THE O (mlog n) ALGORITHM

The crucial idea to transform the algorithm from the previous section into an O (mlog n)
algorithm stems from Paige and Tarjan [1987]. In addition to the current partition
P, a coarser partition C is maintained. We call the elements of C constellations. A
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constellation is the union of a set of blocks in P. If it corresponds with a single block,
the constellation is called trivial. The algorithm maintains the following invariant:

INVARIANT 4.1. The current partition P is stable under each constellation in C.

The initial set of constellations C0 contains a single constellation with all states,
which satisfies the invariant. The desire is to make every constellation trivial, as this
implies that the partition P is stable, allowing the algorithm to finish. So, assume that
some constellation SpC is not trivial, which means it consists of two or more blocks,
among which SpB ∈ P. We want to split SpC into SpB and SpC \ SpB. We then have
to refine P under both SpB and SpC \ SpB to re-establish the invariant.

According to the “process the smaller half” principle, it is only allowed to spend time
proportional to the smaller splitter (SpB or SpC\SpB) and its transitions to determine
whether the current partition can be refined under both splitters. We always select SpB
such that |SpB| ≤ 1

2 |SpC|. Determining the blocks that must be split by SpB can be
performed in exactly the same way as in the O (mn) algorithm.

We now turn our attention to identifying the blocks that must be split under SpC \
SpB. By the invariant, only blocks of the shape split(RfnB, SpB) can be unstable under
SpC \ SpB. When investigating a transition from RfnB to SpB, it is stored whether
there are also transitions from its source state in RfnB to SpC\SpB. This is possible as
the data structures allow quickly finding all transitions from a state to a constellation.
When all such transitions into SpB have been investigated, it is easy to find out whether
there are bottom states in split(RfnB, SpB) from which SpC \ SpB cannot be reached
(Lemma 3.2, right-hand side). Efficiently checking whether there are other (possibly
nonbottom) states in split(RfnB, SpB) with a transition to SpC \ SpB (Lemma 3.2, left-
hand side) is not trivial and requires additional data structures. The main observation
is that in order to check that the current partition is stable under SpC \ SpB, we only
need to check the stability of split(RfnB, SpB) under SpC \ SpB, and this can be done
in time linear in the size of SpB.

The part of the algorithm explained previously is provided in detail as Algorithm 2,
which we discuss completely in Section 5. As observed before, the order in which
splitting is performed does not affect the correctness of its outcome. Based on Groote
and Vaandrager [1990], we therefore immediately get the following result.

THEOREM 4.2. The algorithm is correct; that is, the final partition P coincides with
divergence-blind stuttering equivalence.

From the previous description, it should be clear that every individual state is part
of some splitter SpB at most �log2 n� times, so refining C and detecting whether blocks
in the current partition can be split fit in the O (mlog n) bound. Actually carrying out
the splitting with the same time complexity requires solving two more issues.

(1) To refine a block RfnB in the setting of strong bisimulation, it is enough to move
the smaller subblock, either the marked states (the red states) or the unmarked states
(the blue states), to a new block and leave the other states in the old block. In the setting
of stuttering equivalence, not only the marked states are red but also the states that
can reach marked states through inert transitions in the block RfnB. Therefore, the
marking has to be extended. This extension must be carried out in time proportional to
the size of the smaller subblock of RfnB to comply with the “process the smaller half”
principle. A priori it is not known whether the red or the blue subblock is the smaller
one. Even worse, when the red subblock is larger, there is not even time available to
mark all red states.

We solve this problem using a remarkable technique consisting of two coroutines
running alternatingly to identify the smaller block resulting from the refinement. For
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Fig. 1. After splitting RfnB under SpB, RedB is not stable under C.

the red states, the marking is extended with a simple recursive algorithm. For the
blue states, it is determined that they cannot be marked by establishing that all the
outgoing inert transitions go to blue states. The whole operation stops when either all
red or all blue states have been found and therefore runs in time proportional to the
number of transitions of the smaller block. The new block is created from this smaller
block.

This procedure ensures that whenever a state is split off from a block RfnB, it
becomes part of a block that is at most half the size of RfnB. Therefore, each state can
be split off at most �log2 n� times. The details are in Algorithm 3, which is explained in
detail in the next section.

(2) If blocks are split, the new partition is not automatically stable under all constel-
lations. This is contrary to the situation in Paige and Tarjan [1987] and was already
observed by Groote and Vaandrager [1990]. Figure 1 illustrates this situation. Block
RfnB is stable under constellation C. But if RfnB is split under block SpB into RedB
and BlueB, block RedB is not stable under C. In general, a refined partition may not
be stable under all constellations if and only if the refinement introduced new bottom
states. In Figure 1, the top state in RedB was a nonbottom state in RfnB but became
a bottom state in RedB = split(RfnB, SpB). Blocks in which no new bottom states are
introduced remain stable, as shown by the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.3. Let K = (S, AP,→, L) be a Kripke structure with cycle-free partition P
and refinement P ′. If P is stable under a constellation C and RfnB ∈ P is refined into
RfnB1, . . . , RfnBk ∈ P ′, then for each RfnBi whose bottom states are also bottom states
in RfnB, it holds that RfnBi is also stable under C.

PROOF. Assume RfnBi is not stable under C. This means that split(RfnBi, C) 	= ∅
and bottom(RfnBi) ∩ cosplit(RfnBi, C) 	= ∅. Hence, there is a state s ∈ RfnBi such that
s → C and there is a bottom state t ∈ RfnBi with t 	→ C. As RfnB is stable under C
and s → C, all bottom states in RfnB must have at least one transition to a state in
C. Therefore, t cannot be a bottom state of RfnB and must have become a bottom state
after splitting RfnB.

This means that if a block B̂ is the result of a refinement and some of its states have
become new bottom states, it must be checked whether B̂ is stable under the constel-
lations. Typically, from the new bottom states, a subset of the constellations reachable
from the original block can be reached. We first separate, in a similar refinement step
as described previously, the new bottom states from the old ones. Then we have to
refine the subblock containing the new bottom states under all constellations it can
reach. To do these refinements in an orderly manner, the reachable constellations are
inserted into and removed from a search tree. The complexity of determining how B̂
must be split is O (log n) times the number of outgoing transitions of the new bottom
states. The details are in Algorithm 4 and are discussed in Section 5.
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The time complexity calculation of our algorithm is based on the following theorem,
which we prove along with explaining the details of the algorithm in the next section.

THEOREM 4.4. Every step in the algorithm falls under one of the following three cases:

(1) Every state s is moved to a new constellation (while identifying which blocks are
unstable under this new constellation) at most �log2 n� times. Whenever this happens,
O(|in(s)| + |out(s)|) time is spent on this state.

(2) Similarly, every state s is moved to a new block during a refinement of a block at
most �log2 n� times. Whenever this happens, O(|in(s)| + |out(s)|) time is spent on this
state.

(3) Every state s becomes a new bottom state at most once. Whenever this happens,
O((|in(s)| + |out(s)|) log n) time is spent on this state.

Aggregating these complexities over all states implies that the total time complexity is
O (mlog n).

ALGORITHM 2: Main loop of partition refinement for divergence-blind stuttering
equivalence
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Fig. 2. DBSTUTTERINGEQUIVALENCE marks predecessor states and blocks.

5. DETAILED EXPOSITION OF THE O (m log n) ALGORITHM

In the previous section, we have given a high-level description of the algorithm, and
we have illustrated the main ideas to obtain the O (mlog n) bound on time complexity.
In the current section, we explain the details of our algorithm using the pseudocode in
Algorithms 2, 3, and 4.

The pseudocode is annotated with time budgets. For time complexities, we write
|in(B)| = ∑

s∈B max {1, |in(s)|} and |out(B)| = ∑
s∈B max {1, |out(s)|}. To meet the desired

complexity bound, most basic operations need to run in O (1) time; when a basic opera-
tion is slower, we mention its complexity separately. Treatment of the data structures
used to achieve this complexity is deferred to Section 6. We use the abbreviations inτ (s)
and outτ (s) to denote the incoming and outgoing transitions that are inert according to
the current partition P, respectively.

5.1. Refining Constellations

After initialization, Algorithm 2 refines the partition P in lines 2.4 to 2.32 until it
coincides with C and therefore has become stable. If the partition is not stable, there
is at least one nontrivial constellation SpC (a constellation that contains more than
one block). We select one block SpB ⊂ SpC that is at most half the size of SpC in
line 2.5. We first move SpB from SpC to a new trivial constellation NewC and reduce
the constellation SpC to contain the states in SpC \ SpB.

Since we have split SpC, Invariant 4.1 may be violated now. To re-establish the
invariant, we refine the current partition under SpB and SpC \ SpB. First, we mark
all states that can reach SpB in zero or one step by traversing all incoming, noninert
transitions of SpB (lines 2.10 to 2.19). Each block that contains a marked state possibly
needs to be split; we call these refinable blocks. We visit all such blocks RfnB in
lines 2.20 to 2.31. If we look closely at these blocks, they contain marked and unmarked,
bottom and nonbottom states, constituting four subsets. Each block can possibly be split
into multiple subblocks.

Example 5.1. In Figure 2, a typical situation is depicted. The constellation SpC
consists of four blocks B6, B7, SpB, and B8. The block SpB is moved out of SpC to
its own constellation NewC. The states that can reach SpB in zero or one transition
are marked in red . Note that blocks B1 and B2 are not touched, and these can be
ignored as their stability is untouched when refining constellation SpC: block B1 has
no transition to SpC at all, and all transitions from B2 to SpC go to SpC \ SpB. Blocks
B3 and B8 must be split as they contain some states that can reach SpB and some
states that cannot. The blocks B4, B5, and also SpB are stable under SpB, but perhaps
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they still need to be split as they may be unstable under SpC\SpB. It is described next
how this is done. Concretely, B4 and SpB are stable, but B5 needs to be split further.

Refining a block RfnB with marked states under splitter NewC = SpB is done in
REFINE in line 2.22. We rely on the markings of the states here: the marked states are
known to be in split(RfnB, SpB), and the unmarked bottom states are known to be in
cosplit(RfnB, SpB). For the remaining states, REFINE determines to which subset they
belong and splits RfnB accordingly. Intuitively, the states that become red in REFINE

are the states that can reach SpB, and the blue states are those that cannot reach it.
The time taken by REFINE is proportional to the number of transitions of the smaller
subset, and REFINE returns split(RfnB, SpB) and cosplit(RfnB, SpB). We elaborate on
the details of REFINE in Section 5.2.

As noted by Paige and Tarjan [1987], the blue subblock cosplit(RfnB, SpB) after the
first call to REFINE is stable under SpC \ SpB. Therefore, only RedB = split(RfnB, SpB)
needs to be refined further under SpC \ SpB. Even if RfnB is stable under SpB, it is
not necessarily stable under SpC \ SpB. In line 2.26, we refine RedB under SpC \ SpB.
In this block, all states can reach SpB, and we need to identify those states that can
also reach SpC \ SpB. Here, the marking does not provide enough information to start
the refinement as we need to identify the bottom states in RedB that have a transition
to SpC \ SpB to determine the initially known red and blue states. Therefore, we take
all transitions from RedB to SpC \ SpB as a starting point. The amount of work we
need to do is limited by the number of transitions of the smaller resulting block, as we
illustrate next.

We maintain a special data structure to recall for any block B and constellation C
which transitions go from B to C. While visiting transitions from RfnB to SpB to mark
states, we adapt this data structure to distinguish the transitions to NewC = SpB from
those to SpC\SpB in lines 2.14 and 2.17. Note that in line 2.17, the program may spend
O(|out(s)|) time. We use this data structure to traverse the transitions from RedB to
SpC \ SpB; the sources of these transitions are known to be in split(RedB, SpC \ SpB),
and they are the states that are initially red in the second call to REFINE. On the
other hand, we also traverse all bottom states of RedB and check whether they have
outgoing transitions to SpC \ SpB. For marked states, in particular all bottom states
in RedB, this information is stored in lines 2.15 and 2.18, so this takes O (1) time
per bottom state in RedB. This provides us with the bottom states known to be in
cosplit(RedB, SpC \ SpB), the initially blue states in the second call to REFINE. Note
that all bottom states in RedB have been marked before the first call to REFINE, so we can
traverse them once more without increasing the time complexity. REFINE will traverse
these states and transitions as earlier to compute the initially red and blue states, then
decide whether the remaining states of RedB are red or blue (w. r. t. SpC \ SpB) and
refine the block as before.

As illustrated by Lemma 4.3, blocks that have not gained any new bottom states
are stable under the new partition. However, the remaining blocks—the ones that
did gain some new bottom states—may not yet be stable; we therefore need to apply
a postprocessing step to re-establish the invariant for these blocks. This is done in
lines 2.24 and 2.28. It boils down to again refining these blocks, and is described in
more detail in Section 5.3.

5.2. Refining Blocks

A description of procedure REFINE(RfnB, SpB, . . .) is given in Algorithm 3, where the two
columns present two separate coroutines. In the following discussion, we refer with 3.n�
to the operation in the left column of line n in Algorithm 3, and with 3.nr to the operation
in the right column of line n. Using the two coroutines, the algorithm simultaneously
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ALGORITHM 3: Refine a block under SpC

colors states in RfnB red or blue. Red means that there is a path from the state in
RfnB to a state in SpB. Red states will end up in split(RfnB, SpB). Blue means that
there is no such path and hence blue states will end up in cosplit(RfnB, SpB). For the
moment, ignore lines 3.6 to 3.13. These lines are skipped when REFINE is called from
line 2.22, since there, REFINE is called with FromRed = ∅. Initially, when called from
line 2.22, marked states are red and unmarked bottom states are blue. This coloring
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is extended to all states in RfnB, spending equal time on each color. The procedure is
stopped as soon as all states of one of the colors have been visited; that is, that color
can no longer be extended. We color states red whenever they are a predecessor of a
red state; this requires time proportional to the number of inert incoming transitions
of red states. States are colored blue whenever it can be determined that all outgoing
inert transitions go to blue states and there is no direct transition to SpB. To do this
efficiently, for each state s′, we keep track of the number of inert transitions to nonblue
states that s′ has. Whenever we visit blue states, we decrement notblue(s′) for each
predecessor s′ in RfnB. A state s′ can be colored blue as soon as notblue(s′) = 0. Since
we only visit predecessors of blue states along inert transitions, and for each of these
states we do O (1) work, this requires time proportional to the number of inert incoming
transitions of blue states.

The algorithm balances the work by alternating between the two coroutines. Note
that one should take care where to interrupt a coroutine; in particular, it should not
be interrupted between lines 3.18� and 3.23�, because if during the execution of those
operations state s′ is being added to Red and FromRed is emptied in lines 3.9r to 3.10r,
s′ might erroneously also be colored blue. On the other hand, it is always safe to switch
at the end of a loop iteration before checking the loop condition.

The coroutine that finishes coloring first, provided that its number of colored states
does not exceed 1

2 |RfnB|, has completely colored the smaller block resulting from the
refinement; the other coroutine can be aborted. Since the work done so far has been
balanced between the two coroutines, all work can be attributed to the smaller block,
so the time used for the refinement so far is proportional to the number of incoming
transitions of the smaller resulting block. We move the states of this smaller block to a
newly created block.

Before returning, REFINE also may find new bottom states. These are states of which
all previously inert transitions now go from red to blue states (there cannot be transi-
tions from blue to red states). Depending on which subblock is smaller, these transitions
are visited forward or backward in lines 3.31 to 3.38, so the time used is proportional to
the transitions of the smaller subblock. When a new bottom state is found, lines 3.35�
and 3.36r move it from the nonbottom states to a separate part of the bottom states of
its block.

Example 5.2. The previous operation of REFINE is illustrated in Figure 3. Figure 3(a)
shows the situation when calling REFINE from line 2.22: states with a transition to
NewC are marked red , and other bottom states are blue . In Figure 3(b), every
coroutine has considered four transitions. (In a single-thread implementation, the se-
quence might be 1 × blue, 2 × red, 2 × blue, 2 × red, 1 × blue). The blue coroutine found
three states, indicated with “1,” with one inert transition each that do not (yet) point
to blue states, and one state, indicated with “0,” that has no such transition. The num-
bers correspond with the notblue-value of the respective state. When a notblue-value
becomes 0, the state changes its color to blue . The red coroutine has visited one state
without incoming transitions (indicated with “�”); for this state, no time is spent in
lines 3.18r to 3.26r, but still some time is spent in the outer loop (lines 3.15r to 3.27r).
The red coroutine also has found one more red state. In Figure 3(c), it has once
more found a red state; as now the total number of red states is at least nine, which
is larger than 1

2 |RfnB| = 17/2, it is aborted. The blue coroutine continued to handle
four transitions. In Figure 3(d), the situation immediately before splitting the block is
shown. Here also the blue coroutine handled one state without incoming transitions
(indicated with “�”). In Figure 3(e), the situation at the end of REFINE is shown: in the
red subblock, old bottom states are marked red , and new bottom states have been
identified (indicated with “nb”).
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Fig. 3. REFINE extends the red and blue markings.

We now consider lines 3.6 to 3.13, used when refining RedB = split(RfnB, SpB) under
SpC \ SpB in line 2.26. Because we cannot rely on the markings of states here, we look
for initial sets of red and blue states differently. Red states are the sources of transitions
from RedB to SpC \ SpB, given as parameter FromRed. Traversing these transitions
requires time proportional to the outgoing transitions of the red states. To determine
the initially blue states, we traverse all bottom states that are not yet known to be red
(these are the states in the set Test) and check whether they have outgoing transitions
to SpC \ SpB. This information was stored with each relevant state in lines 2.15 and
2.18. In addition to traversing the blue bottom states, we spend O (Test \ Blue) time.
Observe that all bottom states in RedB ⊇ Test \ Blue have been marked before the first
call to REFINE, so we can traverse them once more without increasing the total time
complexity. Other blue (nonbottom) states are found as described before; however, as
we might start looking for such blue states before all initially red states have been
found because of the balancing of work between the coroutines, we sometimes have to
check whether a potentially blue state s has a transition to SpC \ SpB. This is done by
traversing the outgoing transitions of s. The condition s′ 	→ SpC in line 3.23� is checked
in another small loop that needs to be taken into account for the time complexity. As
it may need O(|out(s′)|) time, we delay it as much as possible and execute it only when
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Fig. 4. REFINE also finds the initially red and blue states.

there is no inert transition to a nonblue state left. If no transition to SpC \ SpB is
found, the state is blue, and the time spent on the test is proportional to its number of
outgoing transitions. Otherwise, the state is a new bottom state: it is a red nonbottom
state, but all its inert transitions go to blue states. As only nonbottom states undergo
this test, the latter outcome will be found at most once, and we consider the time spent
on this test to be part of the handling of the new bottom state (item (3) of Theorem 4.4).

To summarize, if the blue subblock is smaller, the refinement uses O(|Test \ Blue| +
|in(NewB)| + |out(NewB)| + |out(NewBott)|) time, with NewBott the set of new bot-
tom states; it uses O(|in(NewB)| + |out(NewB)|) time if the red subblock is smaller,
as |FromRed| ≤ |out(NewB)|. In both cases, it uses time proportional to the num-
ber of incoming and outgoing transitions of the smaller resulting block (item (2) of
Theorem 4.4) and possibly O(|Test\Blue|), which is attributed to an earlier state mark-
ing, and O(|out(NewBott)|), which is attributed to the new bottom states.

Example 5.3. Such a call of REFINE is illustrated in Figure 4. In Figure 4(a), we
see the situation when calling REFINE from line 2.26: no states are marked, but every
bottom state has a transition to NewC. So, it was marked previously, and it is known
whether it has a transition to SpC \ SpB, stored in lines 2.15 and 2.18. The three
bottom states are in Test.

In Figure 4(b), the situation is shown after each coroutine has taken two steps to find
the initially red and blue states: The red coroutine has checked two transitions
from RfnB to SpC \ SpB and found one red (bottom) state. The blue coroutine has
determined that one bottom state has no transition to SpC \ SpB, but another one has.
Therefore, the blue coroutine colored the latter state red : the state has to be removed
from Test and cannot be added to Blue. As now Test = ∅, the blue coroutine proceeds to
handling predecessors of blue states.
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In Figure 4(c), it has found a state, indicated with “0,” without any inert transition to
nonblue states, but it cannot color this state blue : Because FromRed 	= ∅, it needs to
test slowly whether s′ 	→ SpC in line 3.23� by walking through the outgoing (noninert)
transitions, and it finds a transition that leads to SpC \ SpB. The red coroutine, in the
meantime, has handled more transitions, but not found more red states.

Finally, in Figure 4(d), the red and blue coroutines have found all their states: The
red coroutine empties FromRed and finds one more red state. The blue coroutine
finds the other blue states; for the top right state, one can test s′ 	→ SpC in line 3.23�
quickly because it has a transition to NewC, so it was marked. The top left state
was only found after FromRed was emptied by the red coroutine, so the test is not
necessary. Both coroutines have to do one last step, namely, check whether the last
state has incoming inert transitions. Depending on which coroutine goes first, one or
the other subblock is moved to NewB.

In Figure 4(e), the situation when REFINE returns is shown: the nonblue state for
which the test s′ 	→ SpC was executed slowly has become a new bottom state in the
red subblock.

5.3. Handling New Bottom States

As mentioned previously, new bottom states can be introduced in subblock RedB by
splitting. These are found in lines 3.31 to 3.38. Sometimes, such a new bottom state
can no longer reach all the constellations that were reachable from the original bottom
states, making the partition unstable under these constellations. In such a case, to
re-establish Invariant 4.1, we have to further refine the red subblock.

The extra refinements are executed in a separate procedure POSTPROCESSNEWBOTTOM,
which is shown in Algorithm 4. We have to test, for every constellation reachable from
block RfnB, whether there are new bottom states that cannot reach it. However, we
want to avoid doing useless work in handling old bottom states. We therefore first split
RfnB into a part that contains the new bottom states and another part containing
the old bottom states in line 4.3. The splitter cosplit(RedB, BlueB) used here is not
yet a constellation. However, as this refinement will have to be executed at some
point anyway, it is guaranteed not to separate states that are stuttering equivalent.
Close inspection of Algorithm 3 shows that the splitter constellation is only accessed if
FromRed 	= ∅, so it is not a problem for this particular call to REFINE.

We refine in this manner, since every new bottom state in RedB has a transition
to BlueB, but no old bottom state has such a transition. Therefore, all new bottom
states are in split(RedB, BlueB), while old bottom states are in cosplit(RedB, BlueB).
Still, nonbottom states in split(RedB, BlueB) with a transition to cosplit(RedB, BlueB)
actually can reach all relevant constellations via an inert path to some old bot-
tom state in RedB, so it is not strictly necessary to stabilize these nonbot-
tom states. The set cosplit(split(RedB, BlueB), cosplit(RedB, BlueB)) = cosplit(RedB,
cosplit(RedB, BlueB)) contains all new bottom states in RedB and only those nonbot-
tom states that do not have an inert path to some old bottom state in RedB. This is the
minimal set of states that we have to stabilize further.

LEMMA 5.4. If one calls REFINE in line 4.3, with old bottom states as initially red states
and new bottom states as initially blue states, the resulting blue subblock is exactly
cosplit(split(RedB, BlueB), cosplit(RedB, BlueB)). Furthermore, this call will not find
any new bottom states.

PROOF. It already has been argued that all new bottom states in RedB are in SRedB :=
split(RedB, BlueB) and all old bottom states are in CRedB := cosplit(RedB, BlueB). Some
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ALGORITHM 4: Refine as required by new bottom states, called in lines 2.24 and 2.28

predecessors of old bottom states also end up in CRedB. Therefore, CRedB is a subset of
the red subblock resulting from the refinement in line 4.3.

Among the states in SRedB, those that can reach some old bottom state through
transitions that are inert in RedB can also reach some state in CRedB. Therefore, the
red subblock resulting from the refinement also contains split(SRedB, CRedB).

We still have to show that there are not more states in the red subblock. The blue
subblock resulting from the refinement contains all new bottom states, and whatever
the splitter, it must also contain all nonbottom states without an inert path to old
bottom states. These are the states in cosplit(SRedB, CRedB).

It remains to be shown that this call to REFINE does not find additional new bottom
states. This holds because all red nonbottom states have an inert transition to some
red bottom state; this transition will remain inert.

It should be noted that splitting RedB into SRedB and CRedB could introduce new
bottom states that have a direct transition to BlueB and a transition to some state in
CRedB. Because of the latter transition, these were not bottom states in RedB before the
splitting. However, the refinement proposed previously is guaranteed to not turn these
states into new bottom states, as splitting split(SRedB, CRedB) from CRedB is postponed
to the moment when BlueB is moved to a new constellation.

Having found the subblock RfnB that needs stabilization, we add all constellations
it can reach to a (sorted) search tree R of constellations that we have to check and
register the transitions that will be involved in these checks in lines 4.4 to 4.7. The
time budget (at most |out(NewBott)| iterations) may actually not be met if we only
count the new bottom states that RfnB currently has, but if some C is added to R
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without being reachable from a current (new) bottom state, the refinement under C
will definitely create a new bottom state—it is to this new bottom state that we ascribe
the work. Note that this requires that we do not repeatedly add the same constellation;
therefore, our data structures will need to provide a way to find exactly those Cs that
are not yet added.

After the loop in lines 4.4 to 4.7, we know that for each constellation added to R,
there is at least one (future) new bottom state that can reach it—ensuring |R| ≤
|out(NewBott)|, which is important for the time bounds; the blocks containing new
bottom states do not contain old bottom states; and these blocks only need to be refined
under constellations in R.

Next, we consider each constellation SpC ∈ R in lines 4.11 to 4.25 and refine the
relevant blocks under SpC. For each SpC ∈ R, we call REFINE for a normal refinement
in line 4.14. Because the original RfnB may have been refined already, we have to
ensure that all its subblocks B̂ are refined. Initially, the sources of transitions from B̂
to SpC are red, and the bottom states that do not have a transition to SpC are blue.
To allow checking for the existence of such a transition from a bottom state to SpC in
O (1) time, we introduce a current constellation pointer for each new bottom state b. It
always points to the first constellation ≥ SpC (in the sort order of R) reachable from
b. In other words, a new bottom state is blue if and only if its current constellation
pointer does not point to SpC. These pointers are initialized in lines 4.8 to 4.10. After
line 4.14, the new bottom states that end up in the red subblock need to have their
current constellation pointers advanced to the next constellation in lines 4.15 to 4.17,
so that these pointers point at the correct constellation the next time those states are
visited. Advancing the pointers altogether takes O(|out(NewBott)|) time.

One call to the blue coroutine of REFINE spends O(|out(NewBott) ∩ SpC|) time to skip
over the red new bottom states (i.e., Test \ Blue). As every pair 〈new bottom state,
constellation〉 is checked once in line 3.8� (when called from line 4.14), one execution
of POSTPROCESSNEWBOTTOM spends O(|out(NewBott)|) time to skip over the red new
bottom states. The remaining time for refinements is accounted as for refining under
other splitters under item (2) of Theorem 4.4.

There is one final complication: during these refinements, we may again find new
bottom states. To make sure that the partition is also stable for these new bottom
states, we have to backtrack to the beginning in line 4.21 and traverse all constellations
reachable from these new bottom states, even if they have been in R before. During
backtracking over such constellations, only the newly detected bottom states need to
be handled, so we first split these new bottom states from the ones handled earlier
in line 4.19. As mentioned earlier, the loop in lines 4.4 to 4.7 should not run another
time over constellations added earlier to R, so that future new bottom states are not
causing too much work. Therefore, as SpC is still in R, we have to add the transitions
RfnB → SpC separately in line 4.20 before actually restarting the procedure.

For the elements of R that have not been checked before backtracking, the newly
detected bottom states can be handled together with those found earlier. Consequently,
a pair 〈new bottom state, constellation〉 is still checked exactly once in line 3.8� (when
called from line 4.14), be it during a first call or during backtracking, so not too much
time is spent skipping over the red new bottom states.

Example 5.5. Postprocessing is illustrated in Figure 5. It continues where Figure 3
ended. First, in Figure 5(a), the new bottom states are separated from the old bottom
states (line 4.3). The part of RedB that cannot reach BlueB (i.e., the set CRedB) is
indicated in dark gray. If we would split RedB into SRedB and CRedB, state s would
become a new bottom state. We avoid this by adding the states that can reach CRedB to
ResultB; see Figure 5(b). Additionally, this simplifies the refinement, because it means
that we do not have to mark nonbottom states with a transition to BlueB, such as s. We
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Fig. 5. POSTPROCESSNEWBOTTOM handles new bottom states.

need this first refinement because constellations like C3 in Figure 5(b) would otherwise
make postprocessing too slow: there is no new bottom state to which we could ascribe
the time spent on (necessarily trivial) refinements under C3.

The rest of POSTPROCESSNEWBOTTOM only operates on RfnB, the block containing all
new bottom states. In this example, we first stabilize under C1 in Figure 5(c). This
leads to the blocks drawn in Figure 5(d). Now every block with transitions to C2 (i.e.,
the left block) is stabilized under C2. This refinement leads to the situation Figure 5(e),
in which a new bottom state is found. To this new bottom state we can ascribe the work
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Fig. 6. An example Kripke structure and partition (left) and its refinable partition data structure (right).

for the refinement under C2. Note that in this case, the red subblock does not contain
any old bottom states. Because of this new bottom state, POSTPROCESSNEWBOTTOM has
to backtrack (line 4.18): again, it tries to separate the old from the new bottom states
(line 4.19) in Figure 5(f), but obviously the refinement is trivial. Then, this subblock
has to be stabilized under C1 again. This is what happens in Figure 5(g). Finally, a
one-state block containing yet another new bottom state is produced in Figure 5(h).
Before, between, or after the illustrated refinements, these blocks are also stabilized
under NewC and SpC\SpB. While originally it is superfluous to stabilize under NewC,
it may become necessary after some other refinement has found further new bottom
states. When postprocessing has finished, ResultB is returned, so that it can be further
refined in line 2.26, as shown in Figure 4.

6. DATA STRUCTURES

In earlier sections, the algorithm is presented without an explicit reference to the
data structures that have been used. Suitable data structures to achieve the required
complexity for all basic operations mentioned in the pseudocode are presented in this
section. Note that all data structures introduced are proportional either to the number
of states or to the number of transitions; hence, the memory complexity of our algorithm
is O (m).

6.1. Data Structure for States and Partitions

To maintain a partition of the states, we use the so-called refinable partition data
structure [Valmari and Lehtinen 2008]. It contains an array of states that are, in our
case, ordered in such a way that first of all, states belonging to the same block are
adjacent, and second of all, blocks belonging to the same constellation are adjacent.
We call this array permutation. In addition, a two-level hierarchy of what we call
descriptors is used to identify the block and constellation to which a state belongs and,
in the other direction, the slice of permutation containing the states of a particular
block or constellation. Finally, a second array is used to store additional information for
each state; unlike permutation, the elements in this array always remain in the same
order, allowing fast retrieval of information about a particular state. The information
for a state s indicates, among other things, the position of s in permutation, the
identity of the block containing s, and indices indicating where the incoming and
outgoing transitions of s are stored. How transitions are stored is explained in the next
subsection, and a detailed description of the information stored per state is given in
Section 6.3.

Figure 6 shows an example of the use of the refinable partition data structure. Each
descriptor for a block or constellation indicates which slice of permutation contains
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its states; each block also indicates which slice of permutation contains its bottom
states. We place the bottom states always at the end of a block slice.

When a block RfnB is split, the new block NewB is placed either near the beginning
or near the end of RfnB, and the states of NewB are moved in permutation to the
beginning or end, respectively, of the states remaining in RfnB. The slice that contained
RfnB as a whole remains in the same position, so the constellation to which RfnB
belonged now automatically also contains NewB. Likewise, when a constellation SpC
is split into NewC and SpC \NewC, NewC is placed either near the beginning or near
the end of SpC in permutation.

In the following, we sometimes refer to sorting the constellations in an array or
sorting the elements in another array w. r. t. the constellations they refer to. In those
cases, we use as sort key the begin index of the slice of the constellation. This implies
that, when splitting a constellation as mentioned earlier, NewC becomes an immediate
predecessor or successor of SpC in the sort order, and the order of other constellations
does not change.

When refining, we avoid the need to move states when a splitter is moved to a new
constellation by always selecting either the first or the last block in a constellation as
the splitter.

6.2. Data Structure for Transitions

To enable fast retrieval, three copies of the transitions are stored in three different
arrays.

First, we store the lists of outgoing transitions of each state together in one array
out; that is, the transitions in this array are sorted by source state. Within each slice
of transitions belonging to a source state s, the transitions are sorted according to
their target constellation. While refining a constellation, we have to do O(|in(NewC)|+
|out(NewC)|) work to sort the transitions; this can be done in lines 2.14 and 2.17. For
this reason, line 2.17 spends O(|out(NewC)|) time.

Second, we need to store the lists of incoming transitions of each state, which we do
in a similar way to the outgoing transitions in an array in (but here, sorting for target
state is enough).

Third, the transitions from each block B to constellation C (used as parameter
FromRed in REFINE) are stored in an array B to C in slices indexed by their 〈block,
constellation〉 pair. We do not require a particular order in which these slices are stored
in B to C; it is enough to have transitions adjacent that belong to the same 〈block,
constellation〉 pair. This order of transitions allows splitting slices in B to C locally
whenever one refines a target constellation and when one refines a source block.

The three arrays out, in, and B to C need to distinguish noninert and inert transi-
tions; in each slice, we place the inert transitions at the end. We add descriptors to the
arrays that indicate their structure: for each source state s and target constellation C,
there is a descriptor indicating the corresponding slice of out containing exactly the
subset of transitions in out(s) leading to C. Furthermore, for each pair 〈source block,
goal constellation〉, there is a descriptor of the corresponding slice in B to C. Further
descriptors are stored in the array with additional information for each state.

We require for every block a list of reachable constellations; to this end, we equip the
〈source block, goal constellation〉 descriptors with a list structure. During some phases
of the algorithm, this list is ordered to store additional information.

All discussed data structures are illustrated in Figure 7 for the same Kripke structure
as in Figure 6. The three copies of the transitions should point to each other. As a result,
it is not necessary to store data more than once: In each in entry, only the source state
and a pointer to the corresponding entry in out is stored. In each entry of out, the
target state and a pointer to the corresponding entry in B to C is stored. Finally, in
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Fig. 7. The data structure for the transitions belonging to the example in Figure 6.

each entry of B to C, a pointer to the corresponding entry in in is needed. The latter
two entries also contain pointers to their respective descriptors. The rest of the tree
structures do not need to be stored explicitly; the gray arrows in Figure 7 indicate
redundant pointers.

6.3. Data Items Stored

We store the following information, where ↗blocktoconst and ↗statetoconst are point-
ers to the descriptors introduced in Section 6.2:

—An instance of the refinable partition data structure with an array permutation :
stateposition → state.
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—The three transition arrays out : succposition → state × ↗statetoconst ×
blockposition, in : predposition → state×succposition, and B to C : blockposition →
↗blocktoconst × predposition.

—For each nonempty set of transitions from block B to constellation C, a descriptor
indicating the slice of B to C containing these transitions. These records are desig-
nated by the type name blocktoconst.

—For each nonempty set of transitions from state s to constellation C, a descriptor
indicating the slice of out containing these transitions. These records are designated
by the type name statetoconst.

—As additional information for state s:
—The position in permutation where s resides.
—A pointer to the block it resides in.
—The slice of out containing the successors of s, and a subslice containing the

successors reached via inert transitions. If the state has no inert transitions, this
is the empty slice at the correct position. For example, in Figure 7, the inert
transitions of s3 ∈ C0 are sorted before the transition s3 → s7 because s7 ∈ C4 and
C0 is sorted before C4.

—The slice of in containing the predecessors of this state, and a subslice containing
the predecessors that reach s via an inert transition.

—The variable notblue (to keep track of notblue(s)).
—A current constellation pointer, as an index in out, always set to the boundary

between two slices of transitions to a single constellation. This pointer can be used
to verify in O (1) time that s can reach these two constellations and none in between
(in sort order). For example, in Figure 7, if the current constellation pointer of s2
points to the boundary between its transitions to C0 and C4, the pointer can
be used to show that s2 has no transition to C1. On the other hand, if the current
constellation pointer of s0 points to the boundary between its two transitions (to C1
and C4, respectively), it does not help to find out whether s0 has transitions to C0.

—For each block:
—The slice of permutation containing its elements and some subslices to indicate

its marked states, sorted by nonbottom and bottom states.
—A pointer to the constellation it resides in.
—For blocks marked as refinable (line 2.12), a pointer to the next refinable block.

The pointer is NULL if and only if the block is not refinable.
—The subslice in B to C containing the inert transitions of B, that is, the subslice at

the end of the slice belonging to 〈B, C〉 with B ⊆ C. If the slice belonging to 〈B, C〉
only has noninert transitions, this is the empty subslice at the end of that slice. If
the block has no transitions to its constellation at all (e.g., block B0 in Figure 6),
this is the empty slice at the very beginning of B to C.

—A list of blocktoconst descriptors to the transitions reachable from this block.
—For each constellation:

—The slice of permutation containing its elements.
—For nontrivial constellations, a pointer to the next nontrivial constellation. The

pointer is NULL if and only if the constellation is trivial.
—While postprocessing new bottom states, a slice in B to C that indicates which

transitions need postprocessing.

6.4. Basic Operations and Their Time Complexity

In this section, we list the required basic operations and their respective complexities.
Basic Operations in DBSTUTTERINGEQUIVALENCE. During execution of Algorithm 2, some

states in a refinable block are marked. The marked states are stored in separate
subslices of permutation; see the top lines of Figure 8 for the order of these subslices.
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Fig. 8. Internal structure of a block during marking and refinement. In this example, the red subblock is
smaller, so it will become the new block.

Operations use the data structures as follows:

—C contains a nontrivial constellation SpC. Check whether the list of nontrivial con-
stellations is nonempty and pick the first element.—O (1)

—Choose a small splitter block SpB ⊂ SpC from P, that is, |SpB| ≤ 1
2

∣
∣SpC

∣
∣. Check the

blocks at the beginning and end of the slice of SpC and pick the smaller one.—O (1)
—Create a new constellation NewC and move SpB from SpC to NewC. Allocate a new

constellation descriptor; make the constellation pointer of SpB point to it; set the
slices in NewC and SpC accordingly. If necessary, it is possible to mark SpC as
trivial, as SpC is still the first element in the list of nontrivial constellations.—O (1)

—C := partition C where SpB is removed from SpC . . . Nothing needs to be done.
—Mark a block as refinable. If the pointer of the block to the next refinable block is

NULL, add the block to the respective list.—O (1)
—Mark a block as nonrefinable. This operation only needs to be done for the first

block in the list of refinable blocks, so the pointer to the head of the list needs to be
changed.—O (1)

—Mark state s′ as predecessor. If s′ is in the slice of unmarked nonbottom or bottom
states, enlarge the corresponding slice of marked states by decrementing its start
index and move s′ to that entry.—O (1) per state.

—Mark or unmark all states of a block as predecessors. Set the slices of marked states
to all elements or to zero elements, respectively.—O (1)

—Register that s′ → s goes to NewC (instead of SpC). In the correct slice of B to C,
move s′ → s to the beginning of the slice; if necessary, create a new slice descriptor
for transitions from the block of s′ to NewC; enlarge the slice of transitions to NewC
and reduce the slice of transitions to SpC by incrementing the end index and start
index of the slices, respectively. If the latter slice now has size 0, delete its descriptor.
Then, do a similar operation in out.—O (1)

—Store whether s′ still has some transition to SpC \SpB. We reuse the current constel-
lation pointer, introduced originally for postprocessing: Set the current constellation
pointer of s to the boundary between NewC and SpC \ SpB in out(s′). This bound-
ary is readily available because we just swapped a transition from SpC to NewC.
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Additionally, in the list of constellations reachable from the block of s′, move the
constellation SpC \ SpB to the first place (to prepare it to be used as FromRed later
on).—O (1)

—Register that inert transitions from s go to NewC (instead of SpC) and Store whether
s still has some transition to SpC \ SpB. Repeat the operations mentioned in the
previous two items for each inert transition from s in SpB.—O(|outτ (SpB)|)

—REFINE(RedB, SpC \ SpB,∅, {transitions RedB → SpC \ SpB}). In the list of constel-
lations reachable from RedB, the first element is SpC \ SpB. The refinements in
lines 2.22 and 4.3 should keep the first item of the list in place. This list element is
the descriptor of the desired FromRed.—O (1)

Basic Operations in REFINE. When a block RfnB is refined into red and blue states,
we move the red states to the end of its slice in permutation and the blue ones to the
beginning. See Figure 8 for an illustration of the refining steps. First, the bottom states
in Test are moved to either Blue or Red simultaneously; also, some nonbottom states
with transitions to SpB may already be added to Red based on transitions in FromRed.
Afterward, the nonbottom states are separated. To distinguish between states with
defined and undefined notblue value (see line 3.19�), we use two separate slices of
nonbottom states. After one of the two coroutines has finished, the states are moved
into their final positions, and new bottom states are searched in the red subblock.

—if s → SpC. Line 3.8� assumes that the current constellation pointer of s is set to
SpC or to the first constellation sorted after it. This was done in lines 2.15 and 2.18
for the call to REFINE in line 2.26 and in lines 4.9 and 4.16 for the call in line 4.14. If
this is the case, the test can be executed quickly.—O (1)

—Move s from Test to Red, Blue and similar operations. Enlarge the correct slice of
RfnB by one entry and move s to that entry. If s is a nonbottom state in the slice
“notblue > 0” and becomes red, a second move is needed to ensure that this slice is
not mixed up with the slice “notblue = ?”.—O (1)

—Mark s as visited. Unvisited states should be handled in a specific order, for example,
from beginning to end. It is enough to enlarge the correct slice of visited states in
RfnB by one.—O (1)

—if (. . .∨s′ 	→ SpC). Line 3.23� tries to use the current constellation pointer of s similar
to line 3.8�, but if that is not enough to determine whether s′ 	→ SpC, we do a binary
search through the transitions from s′ in out to find whether there is a transition to
SpC.—O(log |out(s′)|)

—Move Red or Blue to a new block NewB. This is the moment when the red nonbottom
states are swapped with the blue bottom states. Note that some states may stay
where they are (in Figure 8, a few red nonbottom states), so the number of swaps is
at most |NewB|. We also allocate a new block descriptor for NewB, change for each
state in NewB the pointer to its block descriptor, and split the slices in B to C for
these states. During postprocessing, the slice in B to C for the blue subblock should
always be moved toward the end.—O(|out(NewB)|)

—Destroy all temporary data. Nothing needs to be done.
—s → s′ is no longer inert. In B to C, in and out, move transition s → s′ to the

beginning of the slice of inert transitions and reduce that slice by incrementing its
start index.—O (1)

—s is a new bottom state. Move s to the last nonbottom state and enlarge the slice of
bottom states by decrementing its start index.—O (1)

—return . . .(with old and new bottom states separated). Before line 3.31, mark the old
bottom states in RedB and unmark all other states, so the new bottom states will be
the ones that are unmarked.—O (1)
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Basic Operations in POSTPROCESSNEWBOTTOM. During postprocessing, the list of con-
stellations reachable from a block RfnB will contain the constellations that are not in
R at the beginning and those in R at the end. Each refinement (that splits up this list
in two) has to maintain that bisection, to ensure that the for all loop in lines 4.4 to 4.7
does not use time for constellations that are already in R.

—Add C to R. In addition to inserting C in the search tree R, we also move the
descriptor for RfnB → C to the end of the list of B to C-descriptors of RfnB.—
O (log n)

—Delete SpC from R. Similarly, we also move the descriptor for RfnB → SpC to the
beginning of the list B to C-descriptors of RfnB.—O (log n)

—Register that the transitions RfnB → SpC need postprocessing. In the descriptor of
SpC, add a pointer to the slice in B to C containing these transitions. Later, even
though RfnB may have been refined, this slice still contains the same transitions. In
line 4.20, it may happen that there are already some transitions from other blocks
to SpC that need postprocessing. To ensure the correctness, these transitions should
be adjacent to the transitions RfnB → SpC. This is why we move the transitions of
the blue subblock in B to C toward the end.—O (1)

—Delete B̂ → SpC from the transitions that need postprocessing. If the for all loop
visits the transitions in the order that they are placed in B to C, we can reduce
the size of the slice of transitions associated with the descriptor of SpC that need
postprocessing by increasing the start index of that descriptor.—O (1)

—Destroy all temporary data. This should include unmarking the old bottom states of
all blocks involved.—O (1) per block involved in a refinement.

7. APPLICATION TO BRANCHING BISIMULATION

We show that the algorithm can also be used to determine branching bisimulation with
complexity O(m(log |Act|+ log n)). To obtain this result, we use the transformation from
De Nicola and Vaandrager [1995] and Reniers et al. [2014]. Branching bisimulation is
typically applied to labeled transition systems (LTSs).

Definition 7.1 (Labeled Transition System). A labeled transition system is a triple
A = (S, Act,→), where

(1) S is a finite set of states. The number of states is generally denoted by n.
(2) Act is a finite set of actions including the internal action τ .
(3) → ⊆ S × Act × S is a transition relation. The number of transitions is generally

denoted by m.

It is common to write t
a−→ t′ for (t, a, t′) ∈ →.

There are various, but equivalent, ways to define branching bisimulation. We use
the definition next.

Definition 7.2 (Branching Bisimulation). Consider the labeled transition system
A = (S, Act,→). We call a symmetric relation R ⊆ S × S a branching bisimulation
relation if and only if for all s, t ∈ S such that s R t, the following conditions hold for
all actions a ∈ Act: If s

a−→ s′, then

(1) either a = τ and s′ R t, or
(2) there is a sequence t

τ−→ · · · τ−→ t′ of (zero or more) τ -transitions such that s R t′ and
t′ a−→ t′′ with s′ R t′′.
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Two states s and t are branching bisimilar if and only if there is a branching bisimu-
lation relation R such that s R t.

Our new algorithm can be applied to an LTS by translating it to a Kripke structure.

Definition 7.3 (LTS Embedding). Let A = (S, Act,→) be an LTS. We construct the
embedding of A to be the Kripke structure KA = (SA, AP,→, L) as follows:

(1) SA = S ∪ {〈a, t〉 | s
a−→ t for some t ∈ S}.

(2) AP = Act ∪ {⊥}.
(3) → is the least relation satisfying (s, t ∈ S, a ∈ Act \ τ ):

s
a−→ t

s → 〈a, t〉
s

a−→ t
〈a, t〉 → t

s
τ−→ t

s → t

(4) L(s) = {⊥} for s ∈ S and L(〈a, t〉) = {a}.
The following theorem stems from De Nicola and Vaandrager [1995].

THEOREM 7.4. Let A be an LTS and KA its embedding. Then two states are branching
bisimilar in A if and only if they are divergence-blind stuttering equivalent in KA.

If we start out with an LTS with n states and m transitions, then its embedding has
at most n+ m states and 2m transitions. Hence, the algorithm requires O(mlog(n+ m))
time. As m is at most |Act|n2, this is also equal to O(m(log |Act| + log n)).

Valmari [2009] describes an algorithm to find the (strong) bisimulation equivalence
classes of an LTS strictly within time O (m log n), which is in contrast to earlier algo-
rithms that depended on |Act|; for example, Fernandez [1990] includes a O (n |Act|) term
(according to Valmari [2009]). The main idea is to define a splitter not as a block, but
as a pair 〈block, action〉. This allows to skip refinements for actions that are irrelevant
for the current splitter block. We conjecture that a similar construction could be used
to make the present algorithm run on LTSs directly within time O (m log n).

A final note is that the algorithm can also easily be adapted to determine divergence-
sensitive branching bisimulation (dsbb) [De Nicola and Vaandrager 1995] and branch-
ing bisimulation with explicit divergence (sometimes referred to as divergence-
preserving branching bisimulation, dpbb) by van Glabbeek and Weijland [1996]. In
both cases, we amend the translation to a Kripke structure, and we use divergence-
blind stuttering equivalence on the resulting Kripke structure. The first, dsbb, can be
obtained by simply adding a state with a self-loop and a fresh proposition indicating
divergence, and a transition to this state from every state on a τ -loop, similar to the way
stuttering equivalence is calculated using divergence-blind stuttering equivalence.

For dpbb, the Kripke structure embedding from Definition 7.3 must be modified to
achieve totality by adding a new state with a fresh proposition indicating deadlock, and
a transition to this state from any state in the Kripke structure that otherwise would
be a deadlock (this is the deadlock extension described by van Glabbeek et al. [2009,
Section 8]). In addition, divergence must be indicated in the same way as for dsbb.

8. EXPERIMENTS

The new algorithm has been implemented as part of the mCRL2 toolset [Cranen et al.
2013]. The toolset already offered implementations of GV and the algorithm by Blom
and Orzan [2003], which distinguishes states by their connection to blocks via their
outgoing transitions. We refer to the latter as BO. We have extensively tested the new
algorithm by applying it to thousands of randomly generated LTSs and comparing
the results with those of the other algorithms. While running these tests, we verified
many invariants to guarantee the integrity of the data structures and we checked the
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Fig. 9. Running time results for (a · τ )size sequences (left) and trees of depth size (right).

complexity by inspecting that the algorithm never depleted the maximal time budgets
for each subtask in the algorithm.

This section reports on our experiments to compare the performance of GV, BO, and
the implementation of the new algorithm GJKW.1 The performance of GV and BO can
be very different on concrete examples. All experiments involve the analysis of LTSs,
which for GJKW are first transformed to Kripke structures using the translation of
Section 7. The reported running times do not include the time to read the input LTS
and write the output, but the time it takes to translate the LTS to a Kripke structure
and to reduce strongly connected components is included. Groote and Wijs [2016] ex-
perimentally compared implementations of GV, BO, and GW. Here, we do not include
results obtained with GW, since performance-wise, GW and GJKW are comparable for
the selected set of benchmarks. On average, the latter is about 20% faster. When the
red and blue coroutines are performed, our GJKW implementation switches between
the two after every step. We experienced that other balancing strategies speed up the
computation for some cases but slow it down for others.

All experiments have been performed on a machine running CENTOS LINUX 7.2, with
an INTEL E5-2698-v3 2.3GHz CPU and 256GB RAM. This machine is part of the DAS-5
cluster [Bal et al. 2016].

Figure 9 presents the running time results for two sets of experiments designed to
demonstrate that GJKW has the expected scalability. At the left are the results of
analyzing single sequences of the shape (a · τ )n. As the length 2n of such a sequence is
increased, the results show that the running times of both BO and GV increase at least
quadratically, while the running time of GJKW grows linearly. All algorithms require
n iterations, in which BO and GV walk over all the states in the sequence, whereas
GJKW only moves two states into a new block.

At the right of Figure 9, the results are displayed of analyzing trees of depth n that
up to level n − 1 correspond with a binary tree of τ -transitions. Each state at level
n − 1 has a uniquely labeled outgoing transition to a state at level n. This example is
particularly suitable for BO, which obtains the stable partition in a single iteration.
Still GJKW beats BO by repeatedly splitting off small blocks of size 2(k − 1) if a state
at level k is the splitter.

1For the experiments, we used version 201409.1.14573M of the mCRL2 toolset available at https://svn.win.
tue.nl/repos/MCRL2.
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Table I contains performance measures for minimizing LTSs from the VLTS bench-
mark set2 and the mCRL2 toolset.3 Running times and memory use are the averages
over 10 runs and are rounded to significant digits. For each case, the best running
time result has been highlighted in bold. Some characteristics of each case are given
at the left, namely, the number of states (n) and transitions (m) in the original and the
minimized LTS.

The cases prefixed by “cwi” and “vasy” in Table I come from the VLTS benchmark set.
The other three cases stem from mCRL2 models distributed with the mCRL2 toolset:

—lift6-final is based on an elevator model, extended to six elevators;
—dining_14 is the dining philosophers model with 14 philosophers;
—1394-fin3 is the 1394-fin model with three processes and two data elements.

The experiments demonstrate that when also applied to actual state spaces of real
models, GJKW generally outperforms the best of the other algorithms, often with a
factor of 10 and sometimes with a factor of 100. This difference tends to grow as the
LTSs get larger. Note that GJKW’s memory use is sometimes higher than GV’s and
BO’s. In particular, it is twice that of GV and BO in a third of the cases, and it is
comparable otherwise. This is not surprising given the amount of bookkeeping that
GJKW requires.
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